
Lingshu 52 衛氣第五⼗十⼆二
Wei (Defense) Qi

Line One
（⼀一）⿈黃帝⽈曰：
（⼆二）五藏者，所以藏精神魂魄者也。
（三）六府者，所以受⽔水穀⽽而⾏行化物者也。
（四）其氣內于五藏，⽽而外絡肢節。
（五）其浮氣之不循經者為衛氣；其精氣之⾏行于經者為營氣。
1) The Yellow Emperor said:
2) “The five zang organs are the [aspect of the body] that stores jing essence, shen 
spirit, and the hun and po souls.
3) The six fu organs are the [aspect of the body] that receives water and grain and 
moves and transforms substances.
4) The person’s qi on the inside resides in the five zang and on the outside forms a 
network to connect the limbs and nodes. 
5) As surface qi, which does not flow along the channels, it constitutes wei (defense) qi. 
As essence qi, which does move in the channels, it constitutes ying (provision) qi.

Line Two
（⼀一）陰陽相隨，外內相貫，如環之無端，亭亭淳淳乎，孰能窮之。
（⼆二）然其分別陰陽，皆有標本虛實所離之處。
（三）能別陰陽⼗十⼆二經者，知病之所⽣生。
（四）候虛實之所在者，能得病之⾼高下。
（五）知六府之氣街者，能知解結契紹于⾨門⼾戶。
（六）能知虛⽯石之堅軟者，知補寫之所在。
（七）能知六經標本者，可以無惑于天下。
1) Yin and yang follow each other, inside and outside link up to each other, how well-
balanced and flowing purely! Who could ever exhaustively comprehend this?
2) This being so, nevertheless there is differentiation into yin and yang, there are always 
locations that are separated from each other by means of tip and root, vacuity and 
repletion.
3) One who is able to differentiate between yin and yang in the twelve channels knows 
where an illness is born.
4) One who can read the signs and symptoms for the location of vacuity and repletion is 
able to obtain the height of the disease.
5) One who knows the qi thoroughfares of the six fu organs is able to know tying and 
untying, closing and opening at the doors.
6) One who can know the hardness or softness of vacuity and repletion1 knows where 
supplementing and draining should take place.
7) One who can know the tips and roots of the six channels can thereby [approach] all 
under Heaven without confusion.”

Line Three
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1 The Jiayijing 甲⼄乙經 and Taisu 太素 have 實 here instead of ⽯石 “stone.”



（⼀一）歧伯⽈曰：博哉！聖帝之論！⾂臣請盡意悉⾔言之：
（⼆二）⾜足太陽之本，在跟以上五⼨寸中，標在兩絡命⾨門。命⾨門者，⺫⽬目也。
（三）⾜足少陽之本，在竅陰之間，標在窗籠之前。窗籠者，⽿耳也。
（四）⾜足少陰之本，在內踝下上三⼨寸中，標在背輸與⾆舌下兩脈也。
（五）⾜足厥陰之本，在⾏行間上五⼨寸所，標在背腧也。
（六）⾜足陽明之本，在厲兌，標在⼈人迎，頰挾頏顙也。
（七）⾜足⼤大陰之本，在中封前上四⼨寸之中，標在背腧與⾆舌本也。
1) Qibo said: “How deep indeed! The discussion of the emperor sage! May I please get 
to the bottom of your intention by speaking about it in more detail?
2) Regarding foot taiyang, the root is five cun above the heel, in the center, while the tip 
is by the two network vessels by Mingmen. Mingmen is a reference to the eyes.
3) Regarding foot shaoyang, the root is in the space of Qiaoyin while the tip is in front of 
Chuanglong. Chuanglong is a reference to the ears.
4) Regarding foot shaoyin, the root is in the center 3 cun above the underside of the 
inner ankle while the tip is in the back [kidney] shu point and on the two vessels below 
the tongue.
5) Regarding foot jueyin, the root is 5 cun above Xingjian while the tip is at the back 
[liver] shu point.
6) Regarding foot yangming, the root is at Lidui while the tip is at Renying, squeezing 
the cheek and up to the top of the nostrils.
7) Regarding foot taiyin, the root is in the center, 4 cun above the front of Zhongfeng 
while the tip is at the back [spleen] shu point and the root of the tongue.

Line Four
（⼀一）⼿手太陽之本，在外踝之後，標在命⾨門之上⼀一⼨寸也。
（⼆二）⼿手少陽之本，在⼩小指次指之間上⼆二⼨寸，標在⽿耳後上⾓角下外眥也。
（三）⼿手陽明之本，在肘⾻骨中，上⾄至別陽，標在顏下合鉗上也。
（四）⼿手太陰之本，在⼨寸⼝口之中，標在腋內動也。
（五）⼿手少陰之本，在銳⾻骨之端，標在背腧也。
（六）⼿手⼼心主之本，在掌後兩筋之間⼆二⼨寸中，標在腋下下三⼨寸也。
（七）凡候此者，下虛則厥，下盛則熱；上虛則眩，上盛則熱痛。
（⼋八）故⽯石者絕⽽而⽌止之，虛者引⽽而起之。
1) As for the hand taiyang, the root is behind the outer wrist while the tip is 1 cun above 
Mingmen.
2) As for hand shaoyang, the root is 2 cun above the space between the little and 
second finger while the tip is below the protrusion behind the ear and the outer canthi.
3) As for hand yangming, the root is located in the middle of the elbow and up all the 
way to Bieyang while the tip is below the face above Heqian.
4) As for hand taiyin, the root is located in the center of Cunkou while the tip is in the 
moving [vessel] in the armpit.
5) As for hand shaoyin, the root is located at the edge of the ulna (modern 神⾨門) while 
the tip is at the back [heart] shu point.
6) As for hand heart ruler [jueyin], the root is located 2 cun behind the palm in between 
the two tendons while the tip is located 3 cun below the armpit.
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7) Whenever you diagnose the signs and symptoms for these, vacuity in the lower body 
results in reversal; exuberance in the lower body results in heat; vacuity in the upper 
body results in dizziness; exuberance in the upper body results in heat and pain.
8) For this reason, in cases of repletion, cut it off and put a stop to it. In cases of vacuity, 
draw it in and arouse it.

Line Five 
（⼀一）請⾔言氣街：
（⼆二）胸氣有街，腹氣有街，頭氣有街，脛氣有街。
（三）故氣在頭者，⽌止之於腦；氣在胸者，⽌止之膺與背腧；氣在腹者，⽌止之背腧，與衝脈
於臍左右之動脈者；氣在脛者，⽌止之於氣街，與承⼭山踝上以下。
（四）取此者⽤用毫針，必先按⽽而在，久應於⼿手，乃刺⽽而予之。
（五）所治者，頭痛眩仆，腹痛中滿暴脹，及有新積。
（六）痛可移者，易已也；積不痛，難已也。
1) Please allow me to speak of the qi thoroughfares:
2) The qi in the chest has its thoroughfare, the qi in the abdomen has its thoroughfare, 
the qi in the head has its thoroughfare, and the qi in the calves has its thoroughfare.
3) Consequently, the qi in the head stops in the brain; the qi in the chest stops in the 
breast and back shu points; the qi in the abdomen stops in the back shu points and in 
the chongmai points on the moving vessel to the right and left of the navel; the qi in the 
calves stops at Qijie and below Chengshan above the ankle.
4) When you choose these points, use a fine needle. You must also beforehand press 
down and bring [the qi] there, for a long time allowing it to respond to the hand, and only 
then needle and give the treatment.
5) Regarding the diseases you can treat [with this method], they include headache, 
dizziness and falling over, abdominal pain, fullness in the center, and fulminant swelling, 
as well as recently developed accumulations.
6) If [the accumulations] are painful and movable, they are easy to cure. If they are 
accumulations that are not painful, they are difficult to cure.
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